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servotronics then moved to the merits of the case and argued that because of the eleventh circuits holding in hively, the district court had no jurisdiction to send a discovery request to an arbitrator. the seventh circuit agreed, explaining that the eleventh circuit held that harassment claims under title vii do not include a hostile work environment claim because title vii does not reach harassment that is not based on sex. [5] therefore, because section
1782(a) only authorizes discovery in section 1782(a) cases that are pending in federal courts, and the seventh circuit had concluded that section 1782(a) did not apply to the instant case, the district court lacked jurisdiction to send the discovery request to the arbitrator. in a concurring opinion, judge posner explained that the eleventh circuit was incorrect that section 1782(a) applied only to judicial proceedings, and that the seventh circuit should have
reached the merits of the case, as the eleventh circuit did. see id. judge posner explained that section 1782(a) gives district courts jurisdiction to send discovery requests to foreign tribunals in federal cases, even when the district court lacks jurisdiction to hear the case itself. judge posner explained that the seventh circuit should not have hesitated to reach the merits of the case, because the eleventh circuit had reached the merits and decided that a

hostile work environment claim existed under title vii, and the seventh circuit explained that the eleventh circuit incorrectly interpreted title vii. therefore, judge posner determined that the seventh circuit should have reached the merits of the case.
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this week, new details emerged about the holt [8] tragedy, including the fact that the two lead officers died in the shooting because the police department was not allowing them to wear body cameras. holt was shot and killed by the two officers, stephen porter [9] and daniel van dyke [10],
who fired a combined 20 shots into his car. the officers maintained that they feared for their safety when they shot into the car. the shooting led to protests in south bend, and the attorney general of the united states opened an investigation. the officers also faced civil litigation, and were

eventually fired. the officers claimed that they feared the shooter might reach for a gun. two investigations by the local prosecutor and an outside agency, however, concluded that the officers had been illegally armed. the supreme court of the united states took up three cases on the monday
following holt [8]s arrest: in matias [11], justices overturned a lower court ruling that would have allowed california high school students to wear messages on their clothing that supported a cause about which they had strong opinions. the court also considered globe v. walker [12] and

zivotofsky v. kerry [13] on monday. in matias , the court ruled by an 8-1 majority that students who want to wear messages on their clothing for their political viewpoints do not have a constitutional right to do so. based on the script by servotronics' founder paul r. servo, and with stars richard
dreyfuss and geena davis (the latter won an academy award for best actress for her role as laura in 1989's "the silence of the lambs"), the movie tells the story of nuclear paranoia and a group of powerful mutants who were discovered decades ago, when a government contractor named tom

merrick tested a device and accidentally teleported three people: a secret agent who shot his colleague, a young boy, and his pet labrador. 5ec8ef588b
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